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plan

GENERAL NOTES:
1.All dimensions are in millimeters unless otherwise
stated.
2.All dimensions shall be conferred to architect
before comencement of any work.

East Elevation

1:100

North Elevation 1:100

South Elevation1:100

West Elevation 1:100

3.All dimension must be read oﬀ and not scaled
from the drawing.
4.All structural works shall be subject to structural
engineering detail and site instruc ons.

Typical top floor
beams arrangement
plan

Guard rails

2.000

prestressed steel elevated water
tank size(4000X3000X2000)mm

5.All pipes passing under driveway and under
building to be encased with 200mm thick concrete
surround.
6.Excavate all vegetable soil to a minimum depth of
350mm.
7.Reinforced concrete class 25 to all founda on
foo ngs and column bases to be subject to structural
engineer's detail and depths to be determined on site.

universal beam I section
(125X125X9) size
High gauge metal sheet

8.All sanitary works to comply with M.O.H rules and
regula ons.The plumbing and foul drainage ﬁ ngs
to be subject to manufacturer's speciﬁca ons and
architect's approval.
9.Pipe works should not cross the liquid waste pipes but should run
parallel to each other.
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10.All structural steel works to be subjected to manufacturers
speciﬁca ons and approvals.

4000

Angle-line of equal sides size
(80X80)mm

3000

5000

9000

Universal column stanchion
section grade(125X125X9)mm
/or round section metal steel
tube bar of 100mm diameter

50mm diameter distributer
pipe

3000

75mm diameter feder pipe to
the tank.
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16mm diameter anchor rod
300X300mm RC. concrete
foundation

Typical top floor plan
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700X700mm RC. concrete
foundation footing
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